
Pulse (eVet) Coding Standardization 

Flea/Tick/Heartworm Coding Roll-Out 
The next batch of items we are rolling out in our Coding 
Standardization is Flea/Tick/Heartworm (FTH) inventory. 

• Refer to the screenshot from Pulse for an example of the FTH 
new codes.

• These codes start on Tuesday 04/04/2023.
• Please note that we have updated these to be single doses vs 

single doses and 6 pack.
o Please make sure your team orders up the correct 

quantity that the client will be purchasing.
• The category name, code number, name, and pricing for the 

standardized codes will be determined by WellHaven.
o DO NOT change or edit these names or codes
o DO NOT add new codes or names

If you have any questions, concerns, or are looking to make any changes/additions, please reach out to 
Steve Polakowski.  Please be aware that we will be auditing as codes roll out so we ask that you don’t 
make any changes/additions prior to talking to Steve.  

How does this affect Wellness Plans? 
• It's imperative that all plan services are ordered from the patient's wellness plan screen (not quick

invoicing).
o Quick invoicing is NOT a reliable way to ensure items are consumed from the plan.
o Failing to order items from the pet's wellness plan screen leads to inaccurate reporting and

incorrect figures around plan utilization.
o Do not order up the updated FTH coded items and zero them out. If you have any questions,

please contact Emily Neiger.

What do YOU need to do on the day of go-live? 
� All reminders have been created and properly associated for the new FTH inventory items. If there are 

additional reminders or callbacks you would like, please add those in. 
� Add in any Client Notes and ‘Is Dispensable’ instruction details. There will already be dispensing 

instructions but please feel free to edit as your hospital sees fit.  
� If you have a package that included an old code (excluding Wellness Plans), edit that package to include 

the updated line item. 
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